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LUCIEN BENOIT (50) and his family of redneck Cajuns think running an alligator farm on the Lousiana bayou is living the 
dream. However, he built this 'dream' stealing an invention from bitter rival WADE ROBICHAUD'S (35). And as Wade's 
fishing business falls on hard time and he is forced to rely more and on his illegal moonshine business. When Wade's 
good-natured but bumbling cousin accidentaly contaminate a batch of liquor with chemicals, they decide to dump the bad 'shine 
on the Benoit's property ... right next to a nest of gator eggs.

Year 2013

Cast Ritchie Montgomery, Jordan Hinson, Thomas Francis Murphy

Format TV Movie 84 min

ALLIGATOR ALLEY (ECHO BRIDGE)

av. 15/11/20*

Director         Griff Furst

CREATURE FEATUREGenre

Origin USA

Arachnoquake is about a species of deadly albino spiders that escape from the earth’s core killing off locals, after a freak 
earthquake ravages the area.

Year 2012

Cast Tracey Gold, Ethan Phillips, Bug Hall, Edward Furlong

Format TV Movie 83 min

ARACHNOQUAKE

av. 15/11/20*

Director         Griff Furst

DISASTER CREATURE FEATURE Genre

Origin USA

A creature of ancient legend manifests, bound to protect the ecological balance of the land and killing anyone that threatens 
it. This elusive guardian is initially both feared and celebrated by the locals, but when a deadly curse affects them all, they 
must unite and recapture the monsterwolf's spirit or face their ultimate doom.

Year 2010

Cast Jason London, Robert Picardo, Leonor Varela.

Format Feature 87 min

FIREFIGHT

MONSTERWOLF av. 01/01/19*

Director         Todor Chapkanov

ACTION DISASTER CREATURE Genre

Origin USA



Last Fourth of July, teenager Christy Bruce disappeared from a high school beach party. Her severed arm washed ashore a 
day later. Drunken sea captain Blaise Shaw became a hero to the small seaside community of Harmony after killing the great 
white shark that was deemed responsible, but the Christy Bruce murder was no shark attack. Blaise turns to ghost hunter Ava 
Conte, who is skeptical but intrigued by his ghost shark ramblings. With preparations for a massive July 4th celebration rapidly 
approaching, they soon find themselves embroiled in a conspiracy of sex and murder involving the town’s wealthiest and most 
powerful citizens. Unprepared to contend with a Ghost Shark that can hunt on land, sea, as well as anywhere there is enough 
water or rain to sustain its phantom form, Blaise and Ava must uncover the truth about the towns dark past or fall victim to 
the Ghost Shark.

Year 2013

Cast Mackenzie Rosman, Dave Randolph-Mayhem Davis, Richard Moll

Format TV Movie 83 min

GHOST SHARK

av. 16/09/20*

Director         Griff Furst

CREATURE FEATURE SCIENCE Genre

Origin USA

Ghostquake centers around a group of students trapped at school after a time capsule from the 1950s is cracked open by an 
earthquake. The students soon realize that ghostly spirits escaped from the time capsule possessing the principal and three 
other teachers.

Year 2012

Cast Danny Trejo, MC Gainey

Format TV Movie 87 min

GHOSTQUAKE

HAUNTED HIGH SCHOOL av. 01/12/19*

Director         Jeffrey Scott Lando

SUPERNATURAL THRILLERGenre

Origin USA

A series of large volcanic eruptions around the globe cause panic and chaos. Only a fringe scientist with a strange theory and 
knowledge of the planet's core holds the answers that will stop Armageddon. But can he convince the world to believe him in 
time?

Year 2012

Cast Melissa Ordway, Rachel Hunter, Brad Dourif

Format Feature 84 min

MIAMI MAGMA

WORLD ON FIRE av. 01/01/19*

Director         Todor Chapkanov

ACTION DISASTERGenre

Origin USA



Due to a housing shortage at Leroux university, students are forced to re-open Sigma Delta Phi, a legendary yet haunted 
sorority established in the 1950’s. During the annual Halloween Party Bash, the sorority holds a 2nd week of rushes to find an 
additional sorority sister. The candidates include the introspective Daria, the morbid Sarah and mousy Eva. Their first initiation 
task is to steal the school mascot from the local fraternity. The girls succeed in the task and upon bringing the spirit back to 
the party, strange occurrences start to happen. Various ghosts that have haunted the place interact with the living. Initially no 
one realizes that the ghosts are there, but as the party intensifies, so do the paranormal events. Daria, Sarah and Eva work to 
figure out the secrets of the house, but what they really discover is that they are trapped inside and must find a way to 
escape before it’s too late.

Year 2013

Cast Morgan Fairchild, Alessandra Torresani

Format TV Movie 80 min

PARANORMAL INITIATION

AMERICAN HORROR HOUSE av. 01/01/19*

Director         Frank E. Flowers

PARANORMAL SUPERNATURAL Genre

Origin USA

On the shores of CaLo Island, a team of former government contractors, led by Dr. Diane Palmer and her Chief of Security 
Sgt. Maxwell Cage, have secretly re-opened a defunct U.S. scientific facility and begun a series of clandestine experiments on 
captured sharks. When one of these shark test subjects violently escapes into the ocean after a round of chemical testing,it 
attacks another shark, passing on a strange concoction of experimental drugs that creates what they call a "Zombie Shark".

Year 2015

Cast Cassie Steele, Jason London, Laura Cayoutte, Roger J. Timber.

Format TV Movie 82 min

SHARK ISLAND

ZOMBIE SHARK *

Director         Misty Talley

CREATURE FEATUREGenre

Origin USA

Rick and Diane decide to take their family on a trip to the Ozarks and bring Nana (Grandma) along who spent most of her time 
as a child in the southern Missouri terrain. Son, Harrison and Daughter, Molly aren’t too fond of the trip and would rather 
hang with their friends. Upon arrival, the town is getting ready for their summer celebration. Mean- while a group of locals 
disrupts a shiver of bull sharks that has made their home in a cove deep in the Ozarks. The family ends up in the middle of a 
fight between sharks and the town. The family pulls together to help ward off the sharks and save the town that Nana is from 
and will surely be a vacation that none of them will soon forget.

Year 2016

Cast Allisyn Ashley Arm, Laura Cayouette, Thomas Francis Murphy

Format TV Movie 85 min

SUMMER SHARK ATTACK

OZARK SHARK *

Director         Misty Talley

CREATURE FEATUREGenre

Origin USA



A great white shark wreaks havoc on Mississippi River towns and an embattled local fisherman and his hillbilly crew become 
destined to kill it.

Year 2011

Cast Kristy Swanson, D.B. Sweeney, Robert Davi, Richard Tanne, Wade Boggs

Format Feature 85 min

SWAMP SHARK

JAWS OF THE MISSISSIPPI *

Director         Teddy Lussi-Modeste

CREATURE FEATURE ACTIONGenre

Origin USA

The sun's polarity is shifting, resulting in sunspots, solar flares, and an impending gammaray burst that could wipe out all life 
on Earth. Global warming is now very real. The world's top scientists must figure out a way to shift the Earth's magnetic field 
to stop this imminent disaster.

Year 2012

Cast Jeff Fahey, Kari Wuhrer, Jeff Burr

Format Feature 84 min

TORNADO WARNING (ECHO BRIDGE)

ALIEN TORNADO // SUNSTRIKE *

Director         Jeff Burr

DISASTERGenre

Origin USA

U.S. vice president WALKER's (David Keith) plane, Air Force Two, goes down just off a remote island. Walker is among the 
survivors, along with his Press Secretary SHARON (Jill Bennett) and female Secret Service agent DELANEY (Mariel 
Hemingway). After getting their bearings, the small group heads for shelter, waiting for the Navy to arrive while trying not to 
get noticed by the area's rebel forces. But ARMSTRONG (David Millbern), an American mercenary hired by local rebels, has 
discovered the opportunity that has fallen in his lap. A cruel, tyrannical man, Armstrong leads his men with a mixture of fear 
and intimidation. He's on a mission to get to Walker first and hold him for ransom. And he's got a small army to help him.

Year 2005

Cast Mariel Hemingway, David Keith, Jill Bennett, David Millbern

Format Feature 90 min

AIR FORCE TWO

*

Director         Yvon Marciano

ACTIONGenre

Origin USA



Tony West is a successful pharmaceutical executive living in LA with his loving wife. But after a day of tense negotiations with 
potential buyers, Tony comes home to find his wife missing kidnapped and the kidnappers demand he bring $50,000 to them 
within 90 minutes or she's dead. Armed with only his wits and his cell phone, he has no choice but to comply. He soon realizes 
that this kidnapping is tied to information that he possesses, and people he knows are willing to kill him to get it. As he unravels 
more and more of the mystery, he realizes that the list of people he can trust is getting shorter and shorter. As time runs out, 
Tony must decide who is on his side, and who wants him dead.

Year 2008

Cast Brian Austin Green, Jeffrey Combs, Luciana Carro, Scott William Winters

Format Feature 83 min

URGENCY

*

Director         Kantz

CRIME THRILLER MYSTERYGenre

Origin USA

Intersecting lives converge in a whirlwind of crime and deceit. When narcotics Detective David Myles risks everything to cover 
up the murder of an innocent teen, the investigation that ensues threatens to bring down the entire department. Internal 
affairs agent Jessica Pierson is caught in a life threatening game of cat and mouse as she gets closer and closer to revealing 
David for the dirty cop that he is but David will stop at nothing to stop her. No one is safe, no one will be spared... Because no 
one is innocent.

Year 2014

Cast Martin Sheen, Mena Suvari, Jesse Bradford, Natasha Henstridge, Lochlyn Munroe, Haylie 
Duff, Travis Milne

Format TV Movie 94 min

BADGE OF HONOR

DISENGAGED av. 01/02/19 Salvador*

Director         Agustin

DRAMA CRIME THRILLERGenre

Origin USA

After being reinstated as a lawyer, JAXON STONE helps JUAN TORRES, his family, and friends get their lives back from 
human trafficking. JAXON takes matters into his own hands and takes the lives of the ones who took theirs and forces them 
to plead guilty.

Year 2014

Cast Timothy Woodward Jr., Vinnie Jones, Mischa Barton, Danny Trejo, Luke Goss

Format Feature 89 min

BEYOND JUSTICE (INDUSTRY RELEASING)

GUILTY SILENCE

Director         Timothy Woodward Jr.

ACTION THRILLER DRAMAGenre

Origin USA



Special Agent John Harmon is called back into action when the CIA stumbles upon evidence that a dangerous group of 
extremists is planning to join forces with a drug cartel.  He assembles a high tech team of operatives and devises a daring 
operation to turn the two groups against each other in an explosive confrontation.

Year 2017

Cast Steven Seagal, Russell Wong, Jemma Dallender.

Format Feature 90 min

CONTRACT TO KILL

Director         Keoni Waxman

ACTIONGenre

Origin ROMANIA

An elite team of DEA agents are assigned to protect a dangerous drug lord and take refuge in a luxury hotel while they await 
extraction. They soon find themselves at the center of an ambush as the drug lord's former associates launch an explosive 
assault on the hotel.

Year 2016

Cast Steven Seagal, Georges St. Pierre, Luke Goss, Darren Scott, Martine Argent

Format Feature 95 min

KILLING SALAZAR

CARTELS

Director         Keoni Waxman

ACTIONGenre

Origin ROMANIA

A rookie detective in New Orleans finds himself drawn into the vampire underworld, as he tries desperately to rescue a young 
girl from their clutches. He is soon forced to make the ultimate choice in an explosive battle between the forces of good and 
evil.

Year 2015

Cast Estella Warren, Jonathan Schaech, Billy Blair, Mike Doyle

Format TV Movie 90 min

NOCTURNA

VAMPIRE BLOOD

Director         Buz Alexander

VAMPIRE CRIME HORRORGenre

Origin USA



After a team of Russian commandos-for-hire ambushes his yacht, killing his guest of honor and executing his wife, a wealthy 
businessman calls in a former Special Operations colonel to avenge the attack. It's more than just a job - the Colonel and the 
Russian leader are old Cold War nemeses, and they've both got a score to settle.

Year 1995

Cast Olivier Gruner, John Ritter, Robert Kulp, Martin Kove

Format TV Movie 107 min

MERCENARY

av. 01/02/19 Salvador *

Director         Avi Nesher

ACTION ADVENTURE THRILLERGenre

Origin USA

When a massive sinkhole swallows a nearby town, a school bus filled with students is dropped deep underground. After the 
crash the students realize the bus is hanging precariously against the side of the sinkhole, held in place by a broken pipe. Any 
sudden move could send the bus plummeting into the darkness below. Alone and with all the adults injured, the teens battle for 
survival with the story taking on shades of Lord of the Flies. Their only hope is a small-town paramedic, Joan Conroy, who 
must overcome a tragic past to rescue the students including her own daughter!

Year 2013

Cast Eric Roberts, Jeremy London, Gina Holden, Brooke Mackenzie,Dominika Juillet,Paris Dylan, 
Eric Scott Woods.

Format Feature 85 min

SINKHOLE (ODYSSEY MEDIA)

Director         Scott Wheeler

DISASTER ACTION DRAMAGenre

Origin CANADA

Learning the value of teamwork, the racially diverse U.S. karate team must work through their personal troubles to 
successfully participate in the upcoming international competitionKarate, the ancient martial art and modern international sport 
is a contest of body, mind and spirit where often the toughest competition is yourself.

Year 1989

Cast Eric Roberts, Phillip Rhee, James Earl Jones, Sally Kirkland, Christopher Penn, John Dye,  
David Agresta, Tom Everett, Louis , Fletcher, John P.Ryan, Edan Gross and Simon Rhee.

Format Feature 93 min

BEST OF THE BEST I

Director         Bob Radler

ACTIONGenre

Origin USA



In Best of the Best 2, Alex Grady and his partner Tommy Lee turned their karate talents towards crime fighting. An illegal 
fighting club, headed by Wayne Newton, is a center for crime and criminals. Alex and Tommy decide to take it down but into 
to do that they have to fight their way through Brakus, the big evil, and his growth protein engorged posse.

Year 1992

Cast Eric Roberts, Phillip Rhee, Christopher Penn, Edan Gross, Ralph Moeller, Meg Foster  Sonny 
Landham and Wayne Newton

Format Feature 97 min

BEST OF THE BEST II

Director         Bob Radler

ACTIONGenre

Origin USA

A martial arts instructor comes to the defense of a schoolteacher who has taken a stand against a local white supremacist 
organization.

Year 1994

Cast Phillip Rhee, Christopher Mc Donald , Gina Gershon , Mark Rolston , Peter Simmons , Christina 
Anzu Lawson , Dee Wallace Stone

Format Feature 87 min

BEST OF THE BEST III: NO TURNING BACK

Director         Phillip Rhee

ACTIONGenre

Origin USA

Tommy Lee (Phillip Rhee) is caught in a harrowing net of Russian mobsters, violence and counterfeiting. Having "obtained" the 
computer disk used by the US Treasury to print money, mobsters hijack a truck containing blank currency paper in order to 
make the "real thing". Tommy suddenly becomes the object of the gangsters furious pursuit after he, unknowingly, is slipped 
the disk. Willing to stop at nothing to get the disk back, the mobsters kidnap Tommy's daughter. With nowhere to turn and no 
one to rely on, Tommy must survive deadly seductions, crooked cops, betrayal, motorcycle chases, hi-tech gadgets, bullets and 
bombs to save his daughter's life.

Year 1998

Cast Phillip Rhee , Ernie Hudson , Tobin Bell , Jessica Collins , Thure Riefenstein Paul Gleason , Art 
la Fluer and Christopher Lemmon

Format Feature 86 min

BEST OF THE BEST IV: WITHOUT WARNING

Director         Phillip Rhee

ACTIONGenre

Origin USA



A drama based on an ancient Chinese proverb that breaks life down into four emotional cornerstones: happiness, pleasure, 
sorrow and love. A businessman bets his life on a horse race; a gangster sees the future; a pop star falls prey to a crime boss; 
a doctor must save the love of his life.

Year 2007

Cast Kevin Bacon, Julie Delpy, Brendan Frazer, Andy Garcia, Sarah Michelle Gellar, Forest 
Whitaker.

Format Feature 95 min

AIR I BREATHE, THE

ETATS DE CHOC

Director         Jieho Lee

CRIME DRAMA THRILLERGenre

Origin MEXICO / USA

After the death of his wife, a father takes his two small children to a secluded cabin in the mountains to escape and seek 
solace.  However, when a freak winter storm cuts off all communications to the outside world, horrific events begin to occur. 
Barricaded inside with little hope of survival, a father will do what it takes to protect his family from whatever sinister force 
is trying to cause them harm.

Year 2012

Cast Eric McCormack, Conner Dwelly, Ryan Grantham

Format Feature 90 min

BARRICADE

*

Director         Andrew Currie

ACTION PSYCHOLOGICAL Genre

Origin USA

Theo Gold, the New Orleans Assistant District Attorney, is about to have the worst day of his life.  Not only does his wife 
decide to leave him on the eve of his birthday, but he manages to lose a high-profile case against Harry Blades (WWE 
Superstar Edge), an eccentric yet hardnosed detective on trial for corruption. Now, the only thing Theo has left is the car his 
father entrusted to him – a 1956 Studebaker Goldenhawk.  But when he discovers his father’s ‘pride and joy’ has been stolen, 
Theo is determined to do whatever it takes to get that car back.  And ironically, the only ally he has within the police 
department is the same person he tried to put away, Harry Blades.  As the two set-off to find the car, action and comedy 
quickly develop when they come to realize that the stolen ‘Hawk’ was merely a small piece of a much larger puzzle...

Year 2012

Cast Jamie Kennedy, Edge, Jennifer Esposito

Format Feature 83 min

BENDING THE RULES

av. 16/08/20 *

Director         Artie Mandelberg

COMEDY ACTION ADVENTUREGenre

Origin USA



After being released from prison after serving 13 years for manslaughter, AJ’s dreams of living a pleasant crime-free life 
soon come to an end when he discovers his closest childhood friend Jack, has been marked for death. Making matters worse, 
AJ has been ordered to take out Jack. It turns out that not only has Jack been stealing from the local crime lord, Vic (AJ’s 
former boss), but he’s also a snitch to the FBI. With Vic wanting Jack dead for his actions, AJ reluctantly resorts back to his 
old ways in order to protect the people he loves.

Year 2011

Cast Triple H, Michael Rapaport, Parker Posey

Format Feature 93 min

INSIDE OUT (WWE)

av. 01/05/19*

Director         Artie Mandelberg

ACTIONGenre

Origin USA

When Rip, a much-beloved wrestling world champion, refuses to switch networks, the evil network executive organizes 
counterprogramming in the form of a "Battle of the Tough Guys“.

Year 1989

Cast Hulk Hogan, Tommy “Tiny” Lister, Joan Severance

Format Feature 93 min

NO HOLDS BARRED

Director         Thomas J. Wright

ACTION COMEDYGenre

Origin USA

After the death of her father, a daughter fulfills his last wish and finds a way to bring her three brothers back together... 
Sam, a hardened cop currently on suspension.  Leo, a loud-mouthed overbearing bail bondsman.  And Douglas, a handsome 
twenty-year old thief fresh out of prison, who until recently never knew he even had a family.  When Leo discovers one of his 
high priced bails is suspected of kidnapping a wealthy mogul, he somehow convinces his brothers to help him track the 
delinquent down so he doesn't lose his big ticket bond. After following the con all the way into Mexico, action quickly develops 
as the three brothers find themselves in the middle of a dangerous adventure in the hopes of saving a missing man, and just 
maybe, becoming a family...

Year 2011

Cast John Cena, Ethan Embry, Amy Smart

Format Feature 90 min

REUNION, THE (WWE)

av. 01/05/19 *

Director         Mike Pavone

ACTION COMEDYGenre

Origin USA


